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Abstract
This thesis focuses on a Learning Classifier System (LCS) as one of data mining
methods, proposes the four LCSs that can acquire knowledge from uncertain data,
and aims at investigating the effectiveness of the proposed LCSs through the gen-
eral benchmark problem. For this purpose, this thesis starts to classify the uncertain
data as (i) the uncertain input and/or output in data and (ii) the uncertain eval-
uation of data, and explores the mechanisms that can cope with the two types of
the uncertain data to incorporate them with Accuracy-based Learning Classifier Sys-
tem (XCS) as the major conventional LCS. Concretely, this thesis proposes XCS
based on Estimated Reward (XCS-ER) for the uncertainty (i), XCS based on Range
of Reward (XCS-RR) for the uncertainty (ii), XCS based on Estimated Correctness
(XCS-EC) and XCS based on Reward Group (XCS-RG) for the both uncertainties
(i) and (ii). Note that XCS-EC is extended from XCS-ER while XCS-RG is extended
from XCS-RR. Through the intensive comparison of the proposed LCSs with XCS
on the Multiplexer problem which is modified to add the noise in data to simulate
the uncertain data, the following implications have been revealed: (1)XCS-ER and
XCS-RR can acquire the optimal generalized classifiers which result in a high correct
rate of the data classification in the uncertainties (i) and (ii), respectively; (2) XCS-
EC and XCS-RG can acquire the optimal generalized classifiers in all uncertainties;
(3) In the uncertainty (ii), XCS-RR, XCS-EC, and XCS-RG can acquire the optimal
generalized classifiers even if the shape of the reward distribution is normal, uniform,
exponential, etc. ; (4) XCS-ER, XCS-EC, and XCS-RG can acquire the optimal gen-
eralized classifiers in the uncertainties that can be combined with the uncertainties
that can be handled; (5) The analytical applicable range of each proposed method is
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(if) 11010 (then) 1: 正解
(if) 01010 (then) 1: 正解
(if) 11011 (then) 1: 正解
(if) #101# (then) 1: 正解一般化
#: don’t-care
入力 出力
































































????? 3???????????? (Learning Classifier System: LCS)?????
???? LCS??????????LCS?????????????????????





? 5 ??? (i) ???????????????????????????????
??????????????? (XCS based on Estimated Reward: XCS-ER)???
??XCS???????????????????????????????????
???????????????XCS? XCS-ER? (i)??????????????
Multiplexer ????????????????????? XCS-ER ????????
????? 6??????????????????????????????????




? XCS-RR????????????? 7????????? (i)?????? (ii)?
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? (XCS based on Reward Group: XCS-RG) ?????????
??????????? (XCS based on Estimated Correctness: XCS-EC) ?????
XCS-RG ? XCS ????????? Recording table ??????????????
????????? XCS-EC ? XCS ??????????????????????
????????????????????????????XCS ? XCS-RG ???
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XCS-EC? (i)?????? (ii)?????????????????Multiplexer??
??????????????????? XCS-RG ??? XCS-EC ????????
????
? 8?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? 5 ???? 7 ???





















































































Lanzi ??????????????????? LCS ??? XCSMH ??????
[15] ? 2.4?????????? S????? G??????????? 8?????
?????????????????????? T????????????????






































[Granichin, 02], [Digailova, 00]
・LCS
データを分割しアンサンブル[Liu, 18], 
[Abedini, 09], [Rojanavasu, 09]
・線形回帰
データの変形(正規化等)によりばらつきの

















































[18, 19, 20, 21] ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????








????????????? k ???????????????? SVM ???
???????????????????????????? [31, 32, 33]???
???? k????????????????????????????????









???? [41, 42, 43]???????????????????????????
???????????????? [44]?????? (b-2)??????????
?????????????????????????????????????




(if) 111 (then) 1: 正解90%
(if) 011 (then) 1: 正解100%
(if) 110 (then) 1: 正解70%

























?????????? LCS ?????????????? LCS ??????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? LCS? Gershoff?? [52], Abedini?? [53],
Zhu ?? [54], Debie ?? [55] ????????????????? LCS ? Liu ??



















??? XCS-ER ??????(ii) ????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????

































































????????? (LCS) ????? (Reinforcement Learning : RL)[68] ????
?????? (Genetic Algorithm : GA)[69] ???????????????????



















(if) 00# (then) 0:   100%


























??????????? [74]??????????????? [10]? 2???????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????










(if) 110 (then) 1: 正解
(if) 010 (then) 1: 正解
(if) 111 (then) 1: 不正解































(if) 001 (then) 0:   100%
入力 出力 正解率
(if) 000 (then) 0:   100%
入力 出力 正解率
(if) 00# (then) 0:   100% 正確
正確性
(if) 111 (then) 0:   0%
(if) 101 (then) 0:     0% (if) 1#1 (then) 0:   0% 正確一般化
(常に不正解)
(if) 101 (then) 0:   0%





1) 実行部 2) 強化部
Population [P]
#011   01 43 .01 10 .99
𝐶 𝐴 𝑝 𝜖 𝜖0 𝐹
11##   00 32 .13 10 .09
#0##   11 14 .05 10 .52
001#   01 27 .24 10 .03
#0#1   11 18 .02 10 .92
1#01   10 24 .17 10 .15
Match Set [M]
#011   01 43 .01 10 .99
𝐶 𝐴 𝑝 𝜖 𝜖0 𝐹
#0##   11 14 .05 10 .52
001#   01 27 .24 10 .03
#0#1   11 18 .02 10 .92
Prediction Array  P(A)
nill 42.5   nill 16.6
𝑃 00 𝑃 01 𝑃 10 𝑃(11)
Action selection
Action Set [A]
#011   01 43 .01 10 .99
𝐶 𝐴 𝑝 𝜖 𝜖0 𝐹
001#   01 27 .24 10 .03













??1??????? 3.4??????1)???, 2)???, 3)???? 3??????
????????? (Population: [P ])??????????????? “0011”???
?? [P ]?????????????????? (Match Set: [M ])???????[M ]
????????????????? P ?????????????????????





XCS ???? cl ? IF–THEN ????????????????????????
??????????????????????? 0 ??? 1 ???????????
??????IF–THEN ??????? (condition: C) ??????? L ?????
C ∈ {0, 1,#}L ???????????# ??? (don’t care) ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????“10###” ?????? “10000”, “10001”, “10010”, “10011”, “10100”,
“10101”, “10110, “10111”? 8???????????????? IF–THEN????
??? (action: A)???????????????????????????????
?????? IF–THEN????????????????????? (prediction: p),
?? p???????????? ρ????? (error: ϵ), ??? (fitness: F ), ????
(experience: exp), ????????? (timestamp: ts), ?????????????













??????????????? θmna ?????????? (covering)???????
??????????????????????????? C ???????????
?? P# ?#????????????????? A? [M ]????????????
??????????????????????????? p, ϵ, F, exp, as, n?????


















Algorithm 1 ????? (Does Match)
1: for each attribute x in cl.C do
2: if (x ̸= # and x ̸= the corresponding attribute in input) then
3: return false: ???
4: end if
5: end for
6: return true: ??
????????????????????????????????????????




clk∈[M ]|ai clk.p× clk.F∑
cll∈[M ]|ai cll.F
(3.1)
ϵ(XCS?????????????? pexplr)???? P (ai)????????????
????1−ϵ???? P (ai)????????????????????????[M ] |ai
??[M ]???????? ai ?????????????[M ]????????????
??? nil????????????????????????? Algorithm 2????
1??????????????????2????????????? 4??????
– 20 –
Algorithm 2 ???? (Select action)
1: if RandomNumber[0,1) < pexplr then
2: return a ronedomly chosen action from those notnil in P (a): ???????
??
3: end if
4: return the best action in P (a): ???????????
XCS入力: 011 (if) 0#1 (then) 1    100%
(if) #1# (then) 0        0%
入力 出力
(if) ##1 (then) 1      95%
(if) 01# (then) 0      10%
ルール集合[P]
正解率




(if) 1#0 (then) 1      95%
(if) 10# (then) 0        0% (if) ##1 (then) 1      95%
(if) 01# (then) 0      10%







????? [A]???????????????? ai ????????????????
? 3.6 ????????? [A] ???????????????????? [P ]
??????? “011” ????????? {C : #1#, A : 0}, {C : 01#, A : 0},





???????????? cl????? exp? 1?????????p, ϵ, as?????
???????β(β ∈ [0, 1])????????????????????????
cl.p← cl.p+ β(ρ− cl.p) (3.2)

















????????????Moyeme adaptive modifee (MAM)????? [86]?
cl.p← cl.p+ (ρ− cl.p)/cl.exp (3.5)





?????????? (accuracy : κ)??? F ??????????ϵ0 ???????












? 3.7?????????????????? {C : 0#, A : 1}????? R?????
????????????????????? R ???????????? ϵ? ϵ0 ??






????κ??? κ′ ???????????????? cl ?????????????
????????????????κ(cl), κ′(cl)??????F ????????????
cl.F ← cl.F + β(κ′(cl)− cl.F ) (3.10)





(if) ##1 (then) 1
(if) #01 (then) 1
(if) 0#0 (then) 1
入力 出力
(if) ##1 (then) 1








F ???????????? [P ]??????????
??? [A]?????? [A]?????????? C ??????????????
???[A]?????????????????? θsub ?????????????[A]
?????? C ? #??????????????????????????????
????
• cl.exp > θsub
• κ = 1
• [A]?????? C ? #????????????
??? 3?????????????? #????????????????????
???????2 ????? clgen ? clspec ???????? C[i] ? clgen.C[i] ? # ?




???? n ???????????????????????? 3.8 ????????
????????????? 3 ?????????????????????????
{C : ##1, A : 1}??? #???????????????????????? 3??
????? 1???????? {C : #01, A : 1}?????????{C : 0#0, A : 1}?
????????????????????? {C : #01, A : 1}? [P ]????????
GA? [A]????????? GA???????????????????????
– 23 –
Algorithm 3 GA??????????? (Select offspring)
1: fitnessSum← 0: ?????
2: for each classifier cl in [A] do
3: fitnessSum← fitnessSum+ cl.F
4: end for
5: choicePoint← RandomNumber[0, 1) ∗ fitnessSum: ??????
6: fitnessSum← 0
7: for each classifier cl in [A] do
8: fitnessSum← fitnessSum+ cl.F
9: if fitnessSum > choisePoint then
10: return cl: ??????
11: end if
12: end for
? θGA ????????????GA???????????????????? F ?
[A] ??????????????????????????? 2 ??????????
??????? 2???????????[A]????????? GA????????
??????????????????? θGA ??????????????????






????????? C ????? x???? y ?? (0 ≤ x, y < L)?????????
???????????? p, ϵ??? 2???????????F ??????????
??????????? 0.1[86]??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
n, exp??????? 1??? 0?????????????????????????
???????????? χ????????? 2????????????????
??????????????? Algorithm 4 ????1, 2 ????????????
? 3, 4?????????????????????????5, 6?????? n, exp
??????????8?? 19?????? 2???????20?? 25??????




1: parent1 ← Select offspring in [A]: ??????
2: parent2 ← Select offspring in [A]: ??????
3: child1 ← copy parent1: ??????
4: child2 ← copy parent2: ??????
5: child1.n = child2.n← 1: ?????
6: child1.exp = child2.exp← 0: ?????
7: if RandomNumber[0, 1)< χ then
8: x← RandomNumber[0, 1) × length of child1.C + 1
9: y ← RandomNumber[0, 1) × length of child1.C + 1
10: if x > y then
11: switch x and y
12: end if
13: i← 0
14: while i < y do
15: if x ≤ i and i < y then




20: chilc1.p← (parent1.p+ parent2.p)/2
21: chilc1.ϵ← (parent1.ϵ+ parent2.ϵ)/2
22: chilc1.F ← (parent1.F + parent2.F )/2
23: child2.p← child1.p
24: child2.ϵ← child1.ϵ
25: child2.F ← child1.F
26: end if
27: child1.F ← child1.F × 0.1
28: child2.F ← child2.F × 0.1
– 25 –
XCS
(if) # 0# (then) 1
(if) # 01 (then) 0
(if) # 01 (then) 1
(if) 0 0# (then) 1
accurateなルール
(if) # 0# (then) 1





(if) #0# (then) 1:   未評価
(if) #01 (then) 0:   未評価
(if) 00# (then) 1:   accurate
(if) #1# (then) 0:  inaccurate
入力 出力
(if) #01 (then) 1:   accurate











??????????????????? [P ]????????????? n?????
???? N ??????????? F ??????????????????? cl ?
??????? (deletion vote)????????????
cl.exp > θdel ??? cl.F/cl.n < δ × avF itennInPopulation?????
deletion vote = cl.as× cl.n× avF itnessInPopulation/(cl.F/cl.n) (3.11)
??????????????
deletion vote = cl.as× cl.n (3.12)
????avF itnessInPopulation ? [P ] ????????????????????




? 3.9 ? GA ???????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? {C : #01, A : 1} ?






????? [P ]?????????2????[M ]??????3????4???? 6?
?? P (action) ????????????????? [M ] ???????[A] ????
??7???? 19???????????????????????????????
?? [A]????????????????????????????? GA?????
?????? [A]?????????????? GA????20???? 24?????




1: while (! end of iterations) do
2: state ← environment: ?????? state?????
3: generate [M ]: [P ]?? state???????????
4: P (ai) =
∑
clk∈[M ]|ai clk.p × clk.F/
∑
cll∈[M ]|ai cll.F : [M ]??????????
??
5: action ← P (action): P (action)???????
6: generate [A]: [M ]?? action???????????
7: reward ← execute action: ????????????????
8: for all classifier cl in [A] do
9: cl.p← cl.p+ β(ρ− cl.p)
10: cl.ϵ← cl.ϵ+ β(|ρ− cl.p| − cl.ϵ)
11: cl.as← cl.as+ β(∑c∈[A] c.n− cl.as)
12: cl.exp← cl.exp+ 1
13: if ϵ < ϵ0 then
14: κ(cl) = 1
15: else
16: κ(cl) = α (ϵ/ϵ0)
−ν
17: end if
18: κ′(cl) = κ(cl)× cl.n/(∑x∈[A] κ(x)× x.n)
19: cl.F ← cl.F + β(κ′(cl)− cl.F )
20: if cl.exp > θsub and κ = 1 then
21: subsumptionF lag = true
22: end if
23: end for
24: if subsumptionF lag = true then
25: run subsumption: [A]??????????????
26: end if
27: if run GA then
28: generate new classifiers: ??????









? l = k + 2k(??? k ?????????)??? (b0b1...bl−1)?????? k ???
(b0b1...bk−1)? 10????????? d???????? k+ d?????? bk+d ??
???????????????? 4.1??????l = 11(k = 3)??? 11-Multiplexer
???????“01000110010”?????????????b0b1b2 → “010”? 10??
????? d = 2??????? b2+3 = b5 = 0??????????????????
? k ?????????????? 2k ??????????????????????
??????????????? k ??? (b0b1...bk−1)??k + d???? (bk+d)??
???????????????????????????????11-Multiplexer??
???????????????? 3 ??????????????????????









??????????????????????? 24 × 2 = 32??????
? 4.1 11-Multiplexer?????????
??? ??? ??? ???
0000####### 0 100####0### 0
0000####### 1 100####0### 1
0001####### 0 100####1### 0
0001####### 1 100####1### 1
001#0###### 0 101#####0## 0
001#0###### 1 101#####0## 1
001#1###### 0 101#####1## 0
001#1###### 1 101#####1## 1
010##0##### 0 110######0# 0
010##0##### 1 110######0# 1
010##1##### 0 110######1# 0
010##1##### 1 110######1# 1
011###0#### 0 111#######0 0
011###0#### 1 111#######0 1
011###1#### 0 111#######1 0















































?? 4.2???????????????????? PI ???????????????





Multiplexer ????????? 0 ??? 1 ? 2 ??? 2 ????????????
????, ??????????????????????????? 4.3??????
















入力: 01000110110 入力: 01000110110
出力: 0出力: 0




















???????? prediction array??????????????????, ??










(if) 01# (then) 1:      0.9            
(if) 0#0 (then) 1:      0.05            
(if) #1# (then) 1:      0.01              
(if) ### (then) 1:      0.04                 
評価値𝐹
例) 入力: 011, 出力: 1の場合
行動集合[A]
(if) 01# (then) 1:      0.9            
(if) 0## (then) 1:      0.04            
(if) #10 (then) 1:      0.03              
(if) ##0 (then) 1:      0.02                 
評価値𝐹
例) 入力: 010, 出力: 1の場合






? (????? [O]) ???????????????????????????
? [P ]??????????? F ?????????? n??11-Multiplexer?
??????? 32????? [O]?????????????????????
[O]???????????????????????????????????
• ????? F ????????
????????????????????????????????? XCS?
? (3.9)?????????????????????????????????
??????????[88] ?????? [A] ??? F ????????????
??????????????? [O]????????????? [O]?????
????????11-Multiplexer?????? 32??????????????




????????????? {C : 01#, A : 1}???? “011”????? “010”
????? F ???????????F ?????? XCS ?????????
???????????????????????? “011”??? “010”???














???????????? R(1000???)? 0? 2????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
(0??? 1000)??????????????????????????? (XCS based
on Estimated Reward: XCS-ER)??????
正しい入出力 実際に認識された入出力
000, 0:  正解




000, 0 010, 0
010, 0
データ1 データ2 データ3 データ4 データ5
不正確
認識と評価に齟齬
正解 不正解 -正解 -(if) 00# (then) 0:
データ1 データ2 データ3 データ4 データ5 正確性XCS
正確正解 -正解 -(if) 00# (then) 0:










01#, 1:       63           15























???? 0? R ????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? 1????????
???????? 0? R ????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
? 5.2? XCS-ER?????????????????????? [A]??????
????????????????????????????????????????




1) 実行部 2) 強化部
Prediction Array  P(A)
nil    42.5   nil   16.6
𝑃 00 𝑃 01 𝑃 10 𝑃(11)
Action selection












#011   01 43 .01 10 .99
𝐶 𝐴 𝑝 𝜖 𝜖0 𝐹
11##   00 32 .13 10 .09
#0##   11 14 .05 10 .52
001#   01 27 .24 10 .03
#0#1   11 18 .02 10 .92
1#01   10 24 .17 10 .15
Match Set [M]
#011   01 43 .01 10 .99
𝐶 𝐴 𝑝 𝜖 𝜖0 𝐹
#0##   11 14 .05 10 .52
001#   01 27 .24 10 .03
#0#1   11 18 .02 10 .92
Action Set [A]
#011   01 43 .01 10 .99
𝐶 𝐴 𝑝 𝜖 𝜖0 𝐹














XCS-ER ????? XCS ??????? C,A, p, ϵ, F, exp, ts, as, n ???????
???? reward ??? M?????? ϵ0, ?????? reward ???????
Tρ=reward ?????????????? reward ?????? Eρ=reward ?????
???Tρ=reward, Eρ=reward ????? reward??????????????2???




???????? p, exp, ts, as, n, Tρ=reward, M , ϵ???????? Eρ=reward, ϵ0,






????????????? p, exp, ts, as, n????? XCS?????????? ϵ?
???? XCS????????????????????????? XCS???? [A]
??????????????????????????? ϵ????????????
??? reward?????????????? cl ∈ [A]???? cl.Tρ=reward ? 1??
??????? reward?????????????
cl.Tρ=reward ← cl.Tρ=reward + 1 (5.1)
????????????M ?????????
cl.M ← (reward− cl.M)/cl.exp (5.2)
??? ϵ ????????cl.Tρ=reward ??????? cl ?????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????? cl.mfr ????ϵ? cl.mfr ? cl.M ????
cl.ϵ← cl.ϵ+ β(|cl.mfr − cl.M | − cl.ϵ) (5.3)
???????ϵ????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? Algorithm 6????3







1: recieve reward: ?????????
2: for all classifier cl in [A] do
3: update p, exp, ts, as, n: XCS??????
4: cl.Tρ=reward ← cl.Tρ=reward + 1
5: cl.M ← (reward− cl.M)/cl.exp








001# 0 1000 30





#0#1 1 0 50
0#11 1 200 40









cl∈[M ]|A=a cl.M × cl.exp∑
C∈[M ]|A=a C.exp
(5.4)
????cl ∈ [M ] | A = a? [M ]?????????????? a?????? cl ??
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? CRA=a ??????????? collective???????
?????????????????????? XCS-ER?????????????
??????????????????CRA=a ??????????????????
????????????????????Multiplexer ??????? 5.4 ?????
CRA=0 ??? CRA=1 ???????XCS-ER? 0? 1000? 2??????????
???????? 0? collective??? 1000???? 1? collective??? 0????
?????????????????????? Algorithm 7????1??? [M ]?
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Algorithm 7 ??????
1: divide [M ]: ????? [M ]????? collective???
2: for all collective [C] do
3: CRA=a = (
∑




5: sort CR: ???? CR?????
6: estimate ρ′: ?? ρ′ ???
collective?????3??? CR?????5????? 6??? CR???????
?????????????????????????????????
???????????
?????????? [A]????????????? ρ′ ????????? 1??
???????????????????????????????? Eρ=reward ?
cl.Eρ=ρ′ ← cl.Eρ=ρ′ + 1 (5.5)
??????? 5.4????????? 0???????? Eρ=1000 ??? 1?????
???? Eρ=0 ???????
????ϵ0 ??????????{
cl.exp > 2numberof# × θRE
∃cl.Eρ=reward, cl.exp = cl.Eρ=reward (5.6)
???????? ϵ?????Maxϵ?????????θRE ???????????
??????????????????? C ??? #???? (numberof#)????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????? (5.6) ??????????????? ρ′ ? 1 ???????????
???????Maxϵ???? ϵ0 ?
cl.ϵ0 ← cl.ϵ0 + β(Maxϵ− cl.ϵ0) (5.7)
???????Maxϵ??? ϵ???????? (5.6)???????????????
???????? ϵ??????????????????????κ, κ′, F ?????
????????????????????? Algorithm 8????4????????
????????????5??????????????????6, 7???????
??????????????? ϵ0 ?????Maxϵ?????11???? 14???
??? ϵ0, κ, κ′, F ??????
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Algorithm 8 ???????????
1: recieve ρ′: ???????
2: initialize Maxϵ
3: for all classifier cl in [A] do
4: cl.Eρ=ρ′ ← cl.Eρ=ρ′ + 1
5: if cl.exp > 2numberof# × θRE and ∃cl.Eρ=reward, cl.exp = cl.Eρ=reward then
6: if Maxϵ < cl.ϵ then




11: for all classifier cl in [A] do
12: cl.ϵ0 ← cl.ϵ0 + β(Maxϵ− cl.ϵ0)









?????????XCS???????? cl.exp > 2numberof# × θRE ????
• cl.exp > θsub
• cl.exp > 2numberof# × θRE
• κ = 1




XCS-ER ???????? Algorithm 9 ???????????????? XCS ?
?????????XCS-ER ????????????????????? [P ] ???
??????[M ] ??????2, 3 ????P(action) ???????????????
?? [M ]???????[A]??????4?? 6?????????????????
????????????? [A] ????????????????????8, 9, 10








XCS-ER ????????????????????? 4.2.1 ????? 4.2.2 ?
?????????????????????????????????????
? PI = 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 ? PO = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.25 ???????????????
(PI , PO) = (0.05, 0.2)????????PO = 0? PI = 0?????????????
?????????????????????????? 2 ????????????
???
• ??? U: ????????????????????????
• ??? V: ?????????? PI ???? PO ????????????
??? U (Uniform) ???????????????????????????? V
(Various)?????????????????????????????
5.5.2 ????
XCS ????????????????????? [89] ????????????
??????????? θmna = 2, P# = 0.35, pI = 0.01, ϵI = 0.01, FI = 0.01,
pexplr = 1.0, β = 0.2, ϵ0 = 10, α = 0.1, ν = 10, θsub = 20, θGA = 25, χ = 0.8,
µ = 0.04, N = 800, θdel = 20, δ = 0.1????XCS-ER??????????? θRE
– 42 –
Algorithm 9 XCS-ER???????
1: while (! end of iterations) do
2: state ← environment: ?????? state?????
3: generate [M ]: [P ]?? state???????????
4: P (ai) =
∑
clk∈[M ]|ai clk.p × clk.F/
∑
cll∈[M ]|ai cll.F : [M ]??????????
??
5: action ← P (action): P (action)???????
6: generate [A]: [M ]?? action???????????
7: reward ← execute action: ????????????????
8: update parameters (first half): ???????????(Algorithm 6)
9: estimate reward ρ′: ?? ρ′ ??? (Algorithm 7)
10: update parameters (second half): ???????????(Algorithm 8)
11: for all classifier cl in [A] do
12: if cl.exp > θsub and κ = 1 and cl.exp > 2
numberof# × θRE then
13: subsumptionF lag = true
14: end if
15: end for
16: if subsumptionF lag = true then
17: run subsumption: [A]??????????????
18: end if
19: if run GA then
20: generate new classifiers: ??????
21: delete classifier: ??
22: end if
23: end while
???? L????? θRE = 2?????Iteration? 1,000,000??????????
?????? 50, ???????????? 5??????????????? 4.3??
??????????, ??????????????? [O]??????????? F
????????????
5.5.3 ????
??????????? PI = PO = 0??????????????????? 5.5
????????????? PI = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2???? U?????????????
??????????? 5.6, 5.7, 5.8??sup{PI} = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2???? V?????
– 43 –
? 5.1 PI = PO = 0??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 47 (94%) 47 (94%) 32.02
XCS-ER 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
??????????????????? 5.9, 5.10, 5.11??????????????
Iteration ???????????????????????????????????
????????? [O]??????????? F ?????????????? 5.1 -
5.7????
??????????? (PI = PO = 0)?XCS??? XCS-ER??????????
100%????????????????? XCS? 99.1, XCS-ER? 97.6? XCS-ER
??????? (p < 0.01) ?????????[O] ?????????? 32 ????
??????????????????????????? F ??????????




? PI = 0.05???? XCS-ER??????? 100%, ??????? 96.6, [O]???
??? 50????? F ????????? 32??????????????????
????????????XCS???????? 82.4%? 100%??????????
?????? 574.6?????? [O]??????? 0?????????? F ???
?????? 32????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????(p < 0.01) PI ??????? XCS-ER? PI = 0.2???????
??????? 69.9%?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????? XCS-ER? XCS????????????(p < 0.01) ??? V???
XCS ? sup{PI} = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 ????????????? U ??????????
???????????? 100%?????????????????????[O]??
?????????????? 0????? F ??????????? 32??????
??????XCS-ER? sup{PI} = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2?????????????????
100%?????????????? 100?????????????????? [O]?




(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 5.5 PI = PO = 0
? 5.2 ??? U: PI = 0.05??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 56.08
XCS-ER 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
? 5.3 ??? U: PI = 0.1??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 50.16
XCS-ER 49 (98%) 49 (98%) 31.66
? 5.4 ??? U: PI = 0.2??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 48.24
XCS-ER 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 14.88
????? PO = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4???? U??????????????????????
?? 5.12, 5.13, 5.14??sup{PO} = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4???? V?????????????
??????????? 5.15, 5.16, 5.17 ?????????????? Iteration ??
????????????????????????????????????????
?? [O]??????????? F ?????????????? 5.8 - 5.13????
??? U ?????? V ??????????????????????????
???????????XCS ???? U ?????? V ?????????????
100% ????????????????????????????????????
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(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 5.6 ??? U: PI = 0.05
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 5.7 ??? U: PI = 0.1
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 5.8 ??? U: PI = 0.2
– 46 –
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 5.9 ??? V: sup{PI} = 0.05
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 5.10 ??? V: sup{PI} = 0.1
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 5.11 ??? V: sup{PI} = 0.2
– 47 –
? 5.5 ??? V: sup{PI} = 0.05??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 52.34
XCS-ER 50 (100%) 49 (98%) 32.00
? 5.6 ??? V: sup{PI} = 0.1??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 58.08
XCS-ER 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32.00
? 5.7 ??? V: sup{PI} = 0.2??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 52.40
XCS-ER 50 (100%) 49 (98%) 32.00
100???????????????????????? [O]???????? F ???
?????? 32?????????? XCS-ER? PO = 0.4???? U???????
???? 100%??????????? 100?????????????? [O]????
?? F ????????? 32???????????????????? XCS-ER?
XCS???????????????????????????(p < 0.01)
???????????? U???? V????? XCS-ER????? PI , PO ??
????????????????????????????????????????
PI = 0.1???? PO = 0.3?????? XCS-ER? [O]?????????????
????????? XCS-ER?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?(PI , PO) = (0.05, 0.2)?????????????????????????????
?? 5.18 ????????? Iteration ?????????????????????





???????? F ????????? 32 ???????????XCS-ER ????
???? 100%???????? 100???????????? [O]?????? F ?
???????? 32???????????XCS-ER? XCS???????????
– 48 –
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 5.12 ??? U: PO = 0.2
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 5.13 ??? U: PO = 0.3
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 5.14 ??? U: PO = 0.4
– 49 –
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 5.15 ??? V: sup{PO} = 0.2
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 5.16 ??? V: sup{PO} = 0.3
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 5.17 ??? V: sup{PO} = 0.4
– 50 –
? 5.8 ??? U: PO = 0.2??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 52.62
XCS-ER 49 (98%) 47 (94%) 31.76
? 5.9 ??? U: PO = 0.3??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 48.78
XCS-ER 46 (92%) 32 (64%) 31.54
? 5.10 ??? U: PO = 0.4??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 47.06
XCS-ER 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 33.54
? 5.11 ??? V: sup{PO} = 0.2??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 59.14
XCS-ER 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
? 5.12 ??? V: sup{PO} = 0.3??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 53.52
XCS-ER 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
? 5.13 ??? V: sup{PO} = 0.4??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 50.96
XCS-ER 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
????????????????(p < 0.01)
– 51 –
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 5.18 (PI , PO) = (0.05, 0.2)
? 5.14 (PI , PO) = (0.05, 0.2)??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 49.8
XCS-ER 5 (100%) 4 (80%) 32.2
5.6 ??
5.6.1 XCS?????????????????
XCS ??????????????????????? (3.3), (3.6) ??? ϵ ???
????????????? (3.8)?????????????? ϵ0 ?????????
? 5.19? PI = 0.05????????????? {C : 0001#######, A : 1}? ϵ?
??????????? ϵ, ??????? exp????? (3.3)??? (3.6)?? ϵ??
???? ϵ??????? ρ???????????????????????????
???????????????????? ρ? 0??? 1000???????????
??????????????? ϵ0 ?????????????????? ϵ0 = 10?




??????? (3.8)?? ϵ?????? κ(cl)??????????F ???????
????????????????????????????????????????
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{C : #011, A : 0}??? 0011??? 1011???????????? {C : 001#, A : 0}
??? 0010 ??? 0011 ???????????? {C : #0#1, A : 0} ??? 0001,
0011, 1001 ??? 1011 ????????????? 3 ?????????????
0011????????????????? CRA=0 ??? 0011???????????
???????XCS-ER? ϵ0 ???????????????????????? ϵ?
ϵ0 ????????????????????????????????? ϵ?????
?????????? ϵ????????????????? F ???????? F ?











001# 0 1000 30





#0#1 1 0 50
0#11 1 200 40




















? 5.21(a) ??? 5.21(b) ? PI = 0.05 ??? PO = 0.2 ???? [O] ??????
?? XCS-ER ????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? 100Iteration ?????????????




???? 5.8?? XCS-ER? [O]???????????? 1??????????






??XCS-ER ???????????? [O] ???????????????????
?????




















(a) PI = 0.05????????????














(b) PO = 0.2????????????
? 5.21 ????????














? 5.22 PO = 0.2???? [O]??????????????????
5.6.3 XCS-ER???????????
XCS-ER?????????? θRE ????????? θRE ???????????
? 5.23?? 5.26??????????? (PO = 0.2)?????? θRE ? 0, 2, 5, 10?
????????????????????????????? Iteration??????
??????????????????????θRE = 0 ?????????????




(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 5.23 θRE = 0
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 5.24 θRE = 2
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 5.25 θRE = 5
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(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 5.26 θRE = 10
??????
θRE = 2, 5??????????????????????????????????
??? 100%???????????? 100???????????????



























010, 1 010, 1
70%正解(if) 01# (then) 1:
XCS






























Min< 他の分類子の𝑀 < Max
行動集合[𝐴]入力: 000 出力: 0分類子集合[P]
Min Max
1##, 1:     48   66  100




#00, 0:     76   80    96
if then Min Max𝑀






????? {C : 01#, A : 0}??? “010”????????????????????





??????????????????? 0???????? R ??????????
















1) 実行部 2) 強化部
Prediction Array  P(A)
nil    42.5   nil   16.6
𝑃 00 𝑃 01 𝑃 10 𝑃(11)
Action selection








#011   01 43 .01 10 .99
𝐶 𝐴 𝑝 𝜖 𝜖0 𝐹
11##   00 32 .13 10 .09
#0##   11 14 .05 10 .52
001#   01 27 .24 10 .03
#0#1   11 18 .02 10 .92
1#01   10 24 .17 10 .15
Match Set [M]
#011   01 43 .01 10 .99
𝐶 𝐴 𝑝 𝜖 𝜖0 𝐹
#0##   11 14 .05 10 .52
001#   01 27 .24 10 .03
#0#1   11 18 .02 10 .92
Action Set [A]
#011   01 43 .01 10 .99
𝐶 𝐴 𝑝 𝜖 𝜖0 𝐹








XCS-RR????? XCS??????? C,A, p, ϵ, F, exp, ts, as, n????????
???????, ???, ???, ??????Max,Min,M, S ??????????






?????????XCS-RR ????????? [A] ???????????????
???????????????????????????????? cl ??????
?????????????? cl.Max, ??? cl.Min, ?? cl.M , ?????? cl.S ?
?????cl.M ?




(cl.exp− 1)× (ρ− cl.M)2/cl.exp (6.2)
– 60 –
??????????? cl.S ??? cl.ϵ????
???????cl.Max, cl.Min, cl.M ?????????????????????
???????????????????????ϵ0 ??????? [P ]????exp?
?? θsub ???????????? [P ′]?????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????[P ′]?????????? |[P ′]|????[A]?????
????? exp? θsub ?????? cl ?? (6.3)?? (6.4)???????? |[P ′]|?



















????cl′ ∈ [P ′]????? (6.3)???? cl?????????? cl′ ???????
??????????????? (6.4)???? cl ?????????? cl′ ?????
????????????????? 6.4?????????????????????
???? R ?????????????????????? 0???????????
?????????? 0????? R ??????????????????????
????????Min???Max?????????????????? µB , µC ?
?????????????????????Min???Max??????????
???????? µA, µC ????????????? 2??????????????
????????????????????????????????Min?????
??????????? µA, µB ???????Max???????????????
? µA, µB ???????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????? Algorithm
10????2???? 6??? [P ′]?????????????10???? (6.3)??
??11???? (6.4)?????????????17?????? cl ?? (6.3)???
????? (6.4)????????????? cl?????????
??????????????????? cl?????? S ?MaxS ???[A]??
??????? ϵ0 ?
cl.ϵ0 ← cl.ϵ0 + β(MaxS + E0 − cl.ϵ0) (6.5)
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R0
Min, Max < 𝜇𝐴











ルールA: (if) 00# (then) 0, 報酬Min, Max, 𝜇𝐴: R付近
Min, Max > 𝜇𝐵








Max > 𝜇𝐴, 𝜇𝐵

















• cl.exp > θsub
• κ = 1
• cl.exp > sup{c.exp, c could subsumed cl}
????????c could subsumed cl???? cl???? c???????????
6.4 ??????




1: initialize [P ′]: [P ′]??????
2: for all classifier cl in [P ] do
3: if cl.exp > θsub then
4: add to [P ′]: [P ′]???
5: end if
6: end for
7: countCorrect = countIncorrect← 0
8: for all classifier cl in [A] do
9: for all classifier cl′ in [P ′] do
10: if (cl.Max < cl′.M) ∧ (cl.Max < (cl′.Max+ cl′.Min)/2) then
11: countIncorrect← countIncorrect+ 1
12: end if
13: if (cl.Min > cl′M) ∧ (cl.Min > (cl′.Max+ cl′.Min)/2) then
14: countCorrect← countCorrect+ 1
15: end if
16: end for
17: if countCorrect > |[P ′]| × θRR or countIncorrect > |[P ′]| × θRR then
18: cl is accurate
19: else




? [M ]???????[A]??????4?? 6???????????????????
??????????? [A] ????????????????????9, 10, 11 ??
???? cl ????????????????????????????????12?
????????? ϵ??????15??? Algorithm 10?????????????
??16???? 18??? Algorithm 10?????????????????????







1: while (! end of iterations) do
2: state ← environment: ?????? state?????
3: generate [M ]: [P ]?? state???????????
4: P (ai) =
∑
clk∈[M ]|ai clk.p × clk.F/
∑
cll∈[M ]|ai cll.F : [M ]??????????
??
5: action ← P (action): P (action)???????
6: generate [A]: [M ]?? action???????????
7: reward ← execute action: ????????????????
8: for all classifier cl in [A] do
9: update MinValue and MaxValue: ????????????
10: cl.M ← (reward− cl.M)/cl.exp
11: cl.S ←√(c.exp− 1)× (ρ− cl.M)2/cl.exp
12: cl.ϵ = cl.S
13: update p, as, exp: ????????XCS????
14: end for
15: identificate classifier accuracy: ????????? (Algorithm 10)
16: for all classifier cl in [A] do
17: calculate MaxS: ???????????????? ϵ????
18: end for
19: for all classifier cl in [A] do
20: cl.ϵ0 ← cl.ϵ0 + β(MaxS + E0 − cl.ϵ0)
21: update κ(cl), κ′(cl), F : ????????XCS????
22: end for
23: for all classifier cl in [A] do
24: if cl.exp > θsub and κ = 1 and cl.exp > sup{c.exp, c could subsumed cl}
then
25: subsumptionF lag = true
26: end if
27: end for
28: if subsumptionF lag = true then
29: run subsumption: [A]??????????????
30: end if
31: if run GA then
32: generate new classifiers: ??????
33: delete classifier: ??
34: end if
35: end while – 64 –
6.5 ??
6.5.1 ????
XCS-RR ???????????????????????? 4.2.3 ???????
??????????????????? σR = 0, 200, 700, 1500????????? 5
??????????????????????? 2???????????????
• ??? U: ????????????????????????
• ??? V: ?????????? σR ????????????
??? U (Uniform) ???????????????????????????? V
(Various)?????????????????????????????
6.5.2 ????
XCS ??????????? 5.5.2 ?????????? θmna = 2, P# = 0.35,
pI = 0.01, ϵI = 0.01, FI = 0.01, pexplr = 1.0, β = 0.2, ϵ0 = 10, α = 0.1, ν = 10,
θsub = 20, θGA = 25, χ = 0.8, µ = 0.04, N = 800, θdel = 20, δ = 0.1????XCS-RR
??????????? θRR ???? L ????? θRR = 10 ?????Iteration ?
1,000,000???????????????? 4.3????????????, ?????
?????????? [O]??????????? F ????????????
6.5.3 ????
??????????? σR = 0??????????????????? 6.5???
?????????????? σR = 200, 700, 1500???? U???????????
????????????? 6.6, 6.7, 6.8??sup{PI} = 200, 700, 1500???? V??
?????????????????????? 6.9, 6.10, 6.11???????????
??? Iteration????????????????????????????????
???????????? [O]??????????? F ?????????????
? 6.1 - 6.7????
????????? σR = 0 ???XCS????????????????????
??????????XCS-RR? XCS?????????? 100%?????????




(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 6.5 σR = 0
??????????????????????????????????XCS ?
??? U, B??????????????????? 100%????????????
?????????????????????????????[O]?????????
???????? F ????????? 32??????????????XCS-RR?
??? U???? σR = 200??????????? 100%, ??????? 96.5, ??
??????? [O]?????? F ???????? 32??????????????
????????????????XCS?????????????????????
???(p < 0.01) ????σR = 700, 1500????????????????????
??? 6???????????? 200???????????????????? [O]
???????? F ????????? 32????????????????????
????????????????????? V????? sup{σR} = 200, 700???
???????? 100% ??????????????? sup{σR} = 700, 1500 ???
????[O]???? sup{σR} = 200???????????????? F ?????
???? 32?????sup{σR} = 700, 1500???????????????????
????????
??? U???? V????? XCS-RR???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?? (σR = 200??)????????????
– 66 –
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 6.6 ??? U: σR = 200
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 6.7 ??? U: σR = 700
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 6.8 ??? U: σR = 1500
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(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 6.9 ??? V: sup{σR} = 200
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 6.10 ??? V: sup{σR} = 700
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 6.11 ??? V: sup{σR} = 1500
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? 6.1 σR = 0??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 47 (94%) 47 (94%) 32.02
XCS-RR 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
? 6.2 ??? U: σR = 200??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 59.98
XCS-RR 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
? 6.3 ??? U: σR = 700??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 48.22
XCS-RR 0(0%) 0 (0%) 4.60
? 6.4 ??? U: σR = 1500??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 47.16
XCS-RR 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2.30
6.6 ??
6.6.1 XCS-RR??????????
σR = 200 ????????????????????????? XCS-RR????
??? [O] ???????σR = 700, 1500 ?????????????? [O] ????
??????? (6.3) ??? (6.4) ????? XCS-RR ??????????????
?????????????????????????? 6.12(a) ???? 6.12(b) ?
σR ? 200, 700 ????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???? (−∞,∞)??????????? 6.12(a)???? 6.12(b)????????
?? σR = 200 ???? ±700 ??????σR = 700 ???? ±2000 ???????
?????????????? 0????cl.M ??? cl.Max+cl.Min2 ? 0???? 1000
?????????????σR = 200?????????????????? 300??
1700?????????????????????-700?? 700??????????
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? 6.5 ??? V: sup{σR} = 200??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 61.66
XCS-RR 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
? 6.6 ??? V: sup{σR} = 700??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 54.96
XCS-RR 14(28%) 0 (0%) 37.92
? 6.7 ??? V: sup{σR} = 1500??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 48.58
XCS-RR 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 6.34
















(a) σR = 200
















(b) σR = 700
? 6.12 ?????????????????????????
σR = 700??????????????????-1000?? 3000??????????
???????????-200?? 2000????????????σR = 200?????





????????XCS-RR?????????????????????? σR = 200
– 70 –
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 6.13 θRR = 0%
(a) ?????? (b) ???????




XCS-RR?????????? θRR ????????? θRR ???????????
? 6.13 ?? 6.16 ??????????????? (σR = 200) ?????? θRR ?
0%, 10%, 70%, 90%??????????????????????????????
Iteration????????????????????????????θRR = 0%??
????????????? 50%????????? 2??????????????
???θRR = 0????????? (6.3)????? (6.4)?????????????
– 71 –
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 6.15 θRR = 70%
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 6.16 θRR = 90%
??????????????????????????
θRR = 10%?????????????? 100%???????????? 100??
?????????????
θRR = 70%, 90% ?????????????????? 100% ?????????
?????? 100 ?????????????????????????????θRR
?????? (6.3)????? (6.4)???? [P ′]?????????????????
[P ′]?????????????, ????????????????????????
????????θRR ???????????????θRR ?????????????








????????????????????? (XCS based on Reward Group: XCS-RG)


















000, 0:  正解








70%正解 95%正解27%正解(if) 00# (then) 0:
XCS





















000, 0:   93
000, 1:   15







































#00, 0:   80       78
0##, 0:   48        8
##0, 1:   14       15


















????????????????XCS-RG ? Recording table ??????????
?????????????????????
???
XCS-RG????? XCS??????? C,A, p, ϵ, F, exp, ts, as, n????????








1) 実行部 2) 強化部
Prediction Array  P(A)
nil    42.5   nil   16.6
𝑃 00 𝑃 01 𝑃 10 𝑃(11)
Action selection








状態 行動 𝑴 𝑺
0000  00  10  15
Population [P]
#011   01 43 .01 10 .99
𝐶 𝐴 𝑝 𝜖 𝜖0 𝐹
11##   00 32 .13 10 .09
#0##   11 14 .05 10 .52
001#   01 27 .24 10 .03
#0#1   11 18 .02 10 .92
1#01   10 24 .17 10 .15
Match Set [M]
#011   01 43 .01 10 .99
𝐶 𝐴 𝑝 𝜖 𝜖0 𝐹
#0##   11 14 .05 10 .52
001#   01 27 .24 10 .03
#0#1   11 18 .02 10 .92
Action Set [A]
#011   01 43 .01 10 .99
𝐶 𝐴 𝑝 𝜖 𝜖0 𝐹
001#   01 27 .24 10 .03
0000  01  83  23











? a???????????????M(s, a)????? V (s, a)??????M(s, a)
?
M(s, a)← (reward−M(s, a))/cl.exp (7.1)
? V (s, a)?
V (s, a)← ((s, a).exp− 1)× (ρ−M(s, a))2/(s, a).exp (7.2)
?????????????(s, a).exp?????? (s, a)?????????????
??? s ???????? a ???????M(s, a) ????? V (s, a) ??????
????????????????????????????????????????
??Recording table??????????? Algorithm 12????4???? 5??
????????? s??? a?????????? (s, a)?????????????
??????
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Algorithm 12 Recording table???
1: recieve ρ: ?????
2: for all state-action pair (s, a) in Recording table do
3: if (s, a) is current input and output then
4: M(s, a)← (reward−M(s, a))/cl.exp












???????? dr ???????????????????????????? dr ?
?????????????????????????? inf ??? (infimum)????
dr = inf{inf{|M(s, a)−M(s, a′)|, {a, a′} ∈ action}, s ∈ state} (7.3)
??????????????? rcl ?????????? rcl ???? cl??????
????? Recording table???????????????????????????
?????? cl ??????????? Recording table ?????????????
????????????? rcl ??????? cl??????????? rcl ????
???????????????????????????? sup ??? (supremum)
????
rcl = sup{M(s, a), (s, a) matched cl} − inf{M(s, a), (s, a) matched cl} (7.4)
? 7.5? dr ??? rcl ??????????? dr ????????? 0000?????
? 01? 10????????????? 318?????????dr ? 318??????
???? {C : 0##0, A : 01}???? rcl ????????? 0010??? 0000???
???????????? {C : 0##0, A : 01}??????????????????















































? 7.5 ?????? dr ??????????? rcl
?? cl?????????????????????????????????????
Recording table???????????????????????? Algorithm 13?
???1 ???? 8 ????????????????????M(s, a) −M(s, a′) ?






????????????????????M , ?????? S ??????cl.M ?




(cl.exp− 1)× (ρ− cl.M)2/cl.exp (7.6)
?????????XCS-RG??????????????????????????
???????????? cl.S ??? cl.ϵ?????? ϵ0 ?????????????
????????? S ?MaxS ???[A]????????? ϵ0 ?
cl.ϵ0 ← cl.ϵ0 + β(MaxS + E0 − cl.ϵ0) (7.7)
???????????????????????????ϵ0 ?MaxS ???? E0 ?
????????????????????????????????????????




Algorithm 13 Recording table????????????????
1: for all state s in all state S do
2: for all action a in all action A do
3: for all action a′ in all action A without a do
4: calc M(s, a)−M(s, a′): ??????????????????





10: for all classifier cl in [A] do
11: for all state-action pair (s, a) in matched cl do
12: calculate Max,Min: M(s, a)???????????????
13: end for
14: rcl =Max−Min
15: if dr > rcl then
16: cl is accurate
17: else




1: recieve ρ: ?????
2: initialize MaxS
3: for all classifier cl in [A] do
4: calculate MaxS: ???????????????? ϵ????
5: end for
6: for all classifier cl in [A] do
7: cl.M ← (reward− cl.M)/cl.exp
8: cl.S ←√(cl.exp− 1)× (ρ− cl.M)2/cl.exp
9: cl.ϵ = cl.S
10: cl.ϵ0 ← cl.ϵ0 + β(MaxS + E0 − cl.ϵ0)







????? dr > rcl ???? XCS-RG???????????????
• cl.exp > θsub
• κ = 1
• dr > rcl
7.2.3 ??????
XCS-RG???????? Algorithm 15???????????????? XCS?
?????????XCS-RG????????????????????? [P ]???
??????[M ]??????2, 3????P(action)????????????????
? [M ]???????[A]??????4?? 6??????????????????


















1: while (! end of iterations) do
2: state ← environment: ?????? state?????
3: generate [M ]: [P ]?? state???????????
4: P (ai) =
∑
clk∈[M ]|ai clk.p × clk.F/
∑
cll∈[M ]|ai cll.F : [M ]??????????
??
5: action ← P (action): P (action)???????
6: generate [A]: [M ]?? action???????????
7: reward ← execute action: ????????????????
8: update Recording table: Recording table??? (Algorithm 12)
9: accuracy judgment: ????? (Algorithm 13)
10: update parameters: ??????? (Algorithm 14)
11: for all classifier cl in [A] do
12: if cl.exp > θsub and κ = 1 and dr > rcl then
13: subsumptionF lag = true
14: end if
15: end for
16: if subsumptionF lag = true then
17: run subsumption: [A]??????????????
18: end if
19: if run GA then
20: generate new classifiers: ??????





XCS-EC ????? XCS-ER ???????? C,A, p, ϵ, F, exp, ts, as, n ?????
??????? Tρ=reward??????????????Eρ=reward?????????
??????????????????????????????? Ec=correctness ??




1) 実行部 2) 強化部
Prediction Array  P(A)
nil    42.5   nil   16.6
𝑃 00 𝑃 01 𝑃 10 𝑃(11)
Action selection









#011   01 43 .01 10 .99
𝐶 𝐴 𝑝 𝜖 𝜖0 𝐹
11##   00 32 .13 10 .09
#0##   11 14 .05 10 .52
001#   01 27 .24 10 .03
#0#1   11 18 .02 10 .92
1#01   10 24 .17 10 .15
Match Set [M]
#011   01 43 .01 10 .99
𝐶 𝐴 𝑝 𝜖 𝜖0 𝐹
#0##   11 14 .05 10 .52
001#   01 27 .24 10 .03
#0#1   11 18 .02 10 .92
Action Set [A]
#011   01 43 .01 10 .99
𝐶 𝐴 𝑝 𝜖 𝜖0 𝐹















XCS-EC ????? cl.Tρ=ρ ???????? (5.1) ??????????
p, exp, ts, as, n?????????????M ?????????
cl.M ← (reward− cl.M)/cl.exp (7.8)
??????????????????? Algorithm 16????3???? XCS???








1: recieve reward: ?????????
2: for all classifier cl in [A] do
3: update p, exp, ts, as, n: ????????XCS????








001# 0 1000 30





#0#1 1 0 50
0#11 1 200 40
𝐶𝑅𝐴=0 = 941.7 𝐶𝑅𝐴=1 = 90.9>






cl∈[M ]|A=a cl.M × cl.exp∑
C∈[M ]|A=a C.exp
(7.9)
????cl ∈ [M ] | A = a? [M ]?????????????? a?????? cl ??
???????????? collective?????????? XCS-EC????????
??? µ????????????M ????????????????Ccl.M>µ,A=a,
Ccl.M≤µ,A=a ????????? R, ????? 0 ????????? XCS ????
???? 2 ??????????? Ccl.M>µ,A=a0 , Ccl.M>µ,A=a1 , Ccl.M≤µ,A=a0 ??
? Ccl.M≤µ,A=a1 ? 4??????????cl.M ???? cl????????????
a0, a1 ? 2?????????? 7.7???????? 1000??????????? 0
? µ ? 500?????????????? 0? collective???? cl.M ? µ????
?????? 3?? cl.M ? µ??????? 0???????? 1? collective???
? cl.M ? µ?????????? 0?? cl.M ? µ??????? 3????????
Ccl.M>µ,A=1 = 0, Ccl.M≤µ,A=1 = 3???????????????????????




????? CRA=a0 > CRA=a1Ccl.M>µ,A=a0 > Ccl.M≤µ,A=a0
Ccl.M>µ,A=a1 < Ccl.M≤µ,A=a1
(7.10)
?????????? a0 ??????? Ec=correct ???? a1 ???????
Ec=incorrect ? 1??????????????????CRA=a0 ≤ CRA=a1Ccl.M>µ,A=a0 < Ccl.M≤µ,A=a0
Ccl.M>µ,A=a1 > Ccl.M≤µ,A=a1
(7.11)
?????????? a0 ??????? Ec=incorrect ???? a1 ???????
Ec=correct ? 1???????????????????? Algorithm 17????3?
????????????????? CRA=a????6????? 8?????? cl.M
? µ ??????????????????????????12 ???? 20 ????
??????????????????
???????????
XCS-ER ??????? Eρ=reward ????? Ec=correctness ??????????
????????????????????????????????????????
???ϵ? XCS-ER?????????????????????????? XCS-EC
??????????????? (Max) ?????? (Min) ???????????
????????? cl.M ?Max???Min??????????????????
???????? cl.M ?Max??????? cl?????????????????
??????cl.M ?Min??????? cl ???????????????????
???????????????????????? cl.M ?????????????




Max− cl.M if Max− cl.M < cl.M −Min
cl.M −Min otherwise (7.12)
??????????ϵ0 ? XCS-ER???????????????? ϵ??????
?????#???????????????????????????????? exp
? θGA ?????????cl.exp > 2
numberof# × θEC
cl.exp > θGA






1: divide [M ]: ????? [M ]????? collective???
2: for all collective [C] do
3: CRA=a = (
∑
cl∈[M ]|A=a cl.M × cl.exp)/
∑
C∈[M ]|A=a C.exp
4: for all action a in all action A do
5: if cl.M > µ then
6: Ccl.M>µ,A=a ← Ccl.M>µ,A=a + 1
7: else




12: if CRA=a0 > CRA=a1 and Ccl.M>µ,A=a0 > Ccl.M≤µ,A=a0 and Ccl.M>µ,A=a1 <
Ccl.M≤µ,A=a1 then
13: a0 is judged as correct (a1 is judged as incorrect)
14: else
15: if CRA=a0 ≤ CRA=a1 and Ccl.M>µ,A=a0 < Ccl.M≤µ,A=a0 and Ccl.M>µ,A=a1 >
Ccl.M≤µ,A=a1 then
16: a1 is judged as correct (a0 is judged as incorrect)
17: else
18: correct action is none: ???????
19: end if
20: end if




XCS-EC???????? Algorithm 19???????????????? XCS?
?????????XCS-EC ????????????????????? [P ] ???
??????[M ] ??????2, 3 ????P(action) ???????????????
?? [M ]???????[A]??????4?? 6?????????????????
????????????? [A]????????????????????8, 9, 10?
?????? Algorithm 16 ????????????, Algorithm 17 ???????,
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Algorithm 18 ???????????
1: recieve ρ′: ??????????????
2: for all classifier cl in [A] do
3: if a is judged as correct then
4: Ec=correct ← Ec=correct + 1
5: end if
6: if a is judged as incorrect then
7: Ec=incorrect ← Ec=incorrect + 1
8: end if
9: if Max− cl.M > cl.M −Min then
10: cl.ϵ = cl.M −Min
11: else
12: cl.ϵ =Max− cl.M
13: end if
14: initialize Maxϵ
15: if cl.exp > 2numberof#×θEC and cl.exp > θGA and ∃cl.Ec=correctness, cl.exp =
cl.Ec=correctness then
16: if Maxϵ < cl.ϵ then
17: Maxϵ = cl.ϵ
18: end if
19: end if
20: cl.ϵ0 ← cl.ϵ0 + β(Maxϵ+ E0 − cl.ϵ0)









1: while (! end of iterations) do
2: state ← environment: ?????? state?????
3: generate [M ]: [P ]?? state???????????
4: P (ai) =
∑
clk∈[M ]|ai clk.p × clk.F/
∑
cll∈[M ]|ai cll.F : [M ]??????????
??
5: action ← P (action): P (action)???????
6: generate [A]: [M ]?? action???????????
7: reward ← execute action: ????????????????
8: update parameters (first half): ???????????(Algorithm 16)
9: estimate correctness ρ′: ????? (Algorithm 17)
10: update parameters (second half): ???????????(Algorithm 18)
11: for all classifier cl in [A] do
12: if cl.exp > θsub and κ = 1 and cl.exp > 2
numberof# × θEC then
13: subsumptionF lag = true
14: end if
15: end for
16: if subsumptionF lag = true then
17: run subsumption: [A]??????????????
18: end if
19: if run GA then
20: generate new classifiers: ??????







1) ????????? (PI = PO = σR = 0)??
2) ?????????? (PI = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2)?????
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3) ?????????? (PO = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4)?????
4) ?????????????? (σR = 200, 700, 1500)?????
5) ??????????????????????? ((PI , PO) = (0.05, 0.15),
(0.05, 0.2), (0.1, 0.2))?????
6) ??????????????????????????? ((PI , σR) =
(0.03, 500), (0.1, 200))?????
7) ??????????????????????????? ((PO, σR) =
(0.1, 500), (0.2, 100))?????
8) ??????????, ???????????????????????????




• ??? U: ????????????????????????
• ??? V: ?????????? PI , PO ???? σR ????????????
??? U (Uniform) ???????????????????????????? V
(Various)?????????????????????????????
7.4.2 ????
XCS ??????????? 5.5.2 ?????????? θmna = 2, P# = 0.35,
pI = 0.01, ϵI = 0.01, FI = 0.01, pexplr = 1.0, β = 0.2, ϵ0 = 10, α = 0.1, ν = 10,
θsub = 20, θGA = 25, χ = 0.8, µ = 0.04, N = 800, θdel = 20, δ = 0.1 ????
XCS-EC??????????? θEC ???????? L????? θEC = 2???
??Iteration ? 1,000,000 ???????????????? 50, ?????????
??? 5??????????????? 4.3????????????, ??????
????????? [O]????????????? F ????????????
7.4.3 ????
1)???????????
??????????? PI = PO = σR = 0??????????????????
? 7.8????????? Iteration???????????????????????
?????????? [O]????????????? F ?????????? 7.1?
???
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(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.8 PI = PO = σR = 0
? 7.1 PI = PO = σR = 0??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 47 (94%) 47 (94%) 32.02
XCS-RG 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
XCS-EC 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
XCS, XCS-RG ??? XCS-EC ???????? 100% ????????????
99.1, 102.6, 97.8 ? 100 ???????????XCS-RG ??? XCS-EC ?? [O] ?
????????? 32 ????????????????????????????




??????????? PI = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2???? U??????????????
?????????? 7.9, 7.10, 7.11 ????????? [O] ???????????
?? F ?????????? 7.2, 7.3, 7.4????sup{PI} = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2???? V?
??????????????????????? 7.12, 7.13, 7.14?????????
[O]????????????? F ?????????? 7.5, 7.6, 7.7????????
? Iteration????????????????????????????
???U???? PI = 0.05????XCS-RG???XCS-EC??????? 100%
???????????? 100??????[O]??????????????????
? F ????????? 32?????XCS? XCS-RG??? XCS-EC??????
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(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.9 ??? U: PI = 0.05
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.10 ??? U: PI = 0.1
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.11 ??? U: PI = 0.2
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(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.12 ??? V: sup{PI} = 0.05
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.13 ??? V: sup{PI} = 0.1
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.14 ??? V: sup{PI} = 0.2
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? 7.2 ??? U: PI = 0.05??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 56.08
XCS-RG 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
XCS-EC 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
? 7.3 ??? U: PI = 0.1??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 50.16
XCS-RG 2 (4%) 0 (0%) 38.06
XCS-EC 50 (100%) 49 (98%) 32
? 7.4 ??? U: PI = 0.2??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 48.24
XCS-RG 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2.10
XCS-EC 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 25.12
??????? (p < 0.01)??XCS-RG? XCS-EC????????????????
????PI = 0.1, 0.2???????????????????????XCS-RG??
????????????XCS-EC? PI = 0.2?? Iteration???????????
??????????????????????????????????????[O]
??????????????????? V ??????? U ??????????
???sup{PI} = 0.05, 0.1 ?????????? 100% ???????????? 100
??????[O] ???????????????? F ????????? 32 ????
XCS? XCS-RG??? XCS-EC????????????? (p < 0.01)??XCS-RG
? XCS-EC ????????????????sup{PI} = 0.2 ???? XCS-RG ??
???????????????????????[O]?????????????? F
????????? 32 ????????????XCS-EC ? 1 ????? 32 ?? [0]
????????????????????????????????????
3)???????????????
??????????? PO = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4???? U???????????????
????????? 7.15, 7.16, 7.17????????? [O]????????????
? F ?????????? 7.8, 7.9, 7.10 ????sup{PO} = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4???? V?
??????????????????????? 7.18, 7.19, 7.20?????????
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(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.15 ??? U: PO = 0.2
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.16 ??? U: PO = 0.3
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.17 ??? U: PO = 0.4
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(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.18 ??? V: sup{PO} = 0.2
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.19 ??? V: sup{PO} = 0.3
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.20 ??? V: sup{PO} = 0.4
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? 7.5 ??? V: sup{PI} = 0.05??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 52.34
XCS-RG 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
XCS-EC 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
? 7.6 ??? V: sup{PI} = 0.1??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 58.08
XCS-RG 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
XCS-EC 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
? 7.7 ??? V: sup{PI} = 0.2??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 49.86
XCS-RG 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 7.16
XCS-EC 50 (100%) 49 (98%) 32
[O]????????????? F ?????????? 7.11, 7.12, 7.13??????
??? Iteration????????????????????????????
??? U?????? V???????????????????????????
??????????XCS-RG ? PO = 0.2???? U?, sup{PO} = 0.2???? V?
?????XCS-EC ? PO = 0.2???? U?, sup{PO} = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4???? V??
?????????, ???????, [O]?????????????????? (XCS
???? p < 0.01)??? F ????????? 32 ??????????XCS-RG ?
PO = 0.3???? U????? Iteration?????????????????????
????????????????????????????
4)???????????????????
??????????????? σR = 200, 700, 1500???? U????????
???????????????? 7.21, 7.22, 7.23 ?????????? [O] ???
?????????? F ?????????? 7.14, 7.15, 7.16 ????sup{PI} =
200, 700, 1500???? V???????????????????????? 7.24, 7.25,




(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.21 ??? U: σR = 200
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.22 ??? U: σR = 700
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.23 ??? U: σR = 1500
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(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.24 ??? V: sup{σR} = 200
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.25 ??? V: sup{σR} = 700
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.26 ??? V: sup{σR} = 1500
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? 7.8 ??? U: PO = 0.2??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 52.62
XCS-RG 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
XCS-EC 50 (100%) 49 (98%) 32
? 7.9 ??? U: PO = 0.3??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 48.74
XCS-RG 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2.40
XCS-EC 39 (78%) 31 (62%) 33.22
? 7.10 ??? U: PO = 0.4??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 47.06
XCS-RG 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2.06
XCS-EC 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 46.00
???????????????????????????????????????
?????????????XCS-RG, XCS-EC?????? U? σR = 200?????
??? V?? sup{σR} = 200, 700???????????, ???????, [O]???
??????????????? (XCS???? p < 0.01)??? F ?????????
32??????????????σR = 700??? sup{σR} = 1500???? XCS-RG
?????????? [O]????????
5)????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????(PI , PO) =
(0.05, 0.15), (0.05, 0.2)????????????????????? 7.27 ??? 7.28
??[O]????????? F ?????????? 7.20??? 7.21????????
? Iteration????????????????????????????
XCS-EC? (PI , PO) = (0.05, 0.15)??? (0.05, 0.2)??????????????
?????????????????????, ???????, [O] ????????
??? F ?????????????????????? (XCS ???? p < 0.01)?
XCS-RG? (PI , PO) = (0.05, 0.15)???????????????????????
??????? (XCS???? p < 0.01)?(PI , PO) = (0.05, 0.2)??????????
?????????????? [O]????????????? F ?????????
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? 7.11 ??? V: sup{PO} = 0.2??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 59.14
XCS-RG 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
XCS-EC 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
? 7.12 ??? V: sup{PO} = 0.3??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 53.52
XCS-RG 7 (14%) 0 (0%) 52.62
XCS-EC 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
? 7.13 ??? V: sup{PO} = 0.4??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 50.96
XCS-RG 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2.14
XCS-EC 50 (100%) 49 (98%) 32
32???????????????????????????
6)????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????(PI , σR) =
(0.03, 500), (0.1, 200)????????????????????? 7.29??? 7.30??
[O] ????????? F ?????????? 7.22 ??? 7.23 ?????????
Iteration????????????????????????????
XCS-EC ? (PI , σR) = (0.03, 500) ??? (0.1, 200) ??????????????
?????????????????????, ???????, [O] ????????
??? F ?????????????????????? (XCS ???? p < 0.01)?
XCS-RG? (PI , σR) = (0.03, 500)????????????????????????
?????? (XCS???? p < 0.01)?(PI , σR) = (0.1, 200)???????????




(0.1, 500), (0.2, 100)????????????????????? 7.31??? 7.32??
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? 7.14 ??? U: σR = 200??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 59.98
XCS-RG 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
XCS-EC 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
? 7.15 ??? U: σR = 700??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 48.22
XCS-RG 50 (100%) 49 (98%) 32
XCS-EC 43 (86%) 43 (86%) 31.24
? 7.16 ??? U: σR = 1500??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 47.16
XCS-RG 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2.42
XCS-EC 1 (2%) 0 (0%) 26.86
[O] ????????? F ?????????? 7.24 ??? 7.25 ?????????
Iteration????????????????????????????
XCS-RG ? (PI , σR) = (0.2, 100) ??? (0.1, 500) ???????????????
????????????????????, ???????, [O] ????????
??? F ?????????????????????? (XCS ???? p < 0.01)?
XCS-EC? (PI , σR) = (0.2, 100)????????????????????????
?????? (XCS???? p < 0.01)?(PI , σR) = (0.1, 500)??????? 1???






??????(PI , PO, σR) = (0.03, 0.05, 200), (0.03, 0.15, 500)????????????
?????????? [O]????????? F ?????????? 7.33??? 7.34
??[O]????????? F ?????????? 7.26??? 7.27????
XCS-EC, XCS-RG?? (PI , PO, σR) = (0.03, 0.05, 200)?????????? 100%
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? 7.17 ??? V: sup{σR} = 200??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 51.66
XCS-RG 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
XCS-EC 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
? 7.18 ??? V: sup{σR} = 700??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 54.96
XCS-RG 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 32
XCS-EC 48 (96%) 48 (96%) 31.88
? 7.19 ??? V: sup{σR} = 1500??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 48.58
XCS-RG 44 (88%) 20 (40%) 31.50
XCS-EC 21 (42%) 19 (38%) 22.16
? 7.20 (PI , PO) = (0.05, 0.15)??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 51.6
XCS-RG 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
XCS-EC 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
? 7.21 (PI , PO) = (0.05, 0.2)??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 49.8
XCS-RG 2 (40%) 2 (40%) 19.8
XCS-EC 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 31.8
?????????????????? (XCS???? p < 0.01)???????? [O]




(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.27 (PI , PO) = (0.05, 0.15)
(a) ?????? (b) ???????




??????????????? (7.3), (7.4) ????? dr ??? rcl ???????





(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.29 (PI , σR) = (0.03, 500)
(a) ?????? (b) ???????





???? rcl < dr ?????????? 7.35, 7.36, 7.37 ???????????
PI = 0.05, ?????????? PO = 0.2, ?????????????? σR = 200
??????????? 1??????????? dr ???????????????
????????? rcl ??????? Iteration????? dr ??? rcl ??????
dr ????????????? rcl ???????????????? rcl ??????
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? 7.22 (PI , σR) = (0.03, 500)??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 51.6
XCS-RG 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
XCS-EC 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
? 7.23 (PI , σR) = (0.1, 200)??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 45.4
XCS-RG 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 18.0
XCS-EC 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
? 7.24 (PO, σR) = (0.1, 500)??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 48.6
XCS-RG 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
XCS-EC 4 (80%) 4 (80%) 30.0
? 7.25 (PO, σR) = (0.2, 100)??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 52.0
XCS-RG 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
XCS-EC 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
??????????????? rcl ??? dr ????????????? rcl ??? dr
????????????50?????????????????????? rcl < dr
????????????????????? 3??????????????????
??? 15? Iteration??????????????????????????????
????????????????? dr ???????? rcl ???????????
?????dr ??????????????????????????????????
??? rcl < dr ????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????? rcl < dr
??????????????????
???????????????????????????? PI = 0.05??????
?????????????????????????????????? [O]????
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(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.31 (PO, σR) = (0.1, 500)
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.32 (PO, σR) = (0.2, 100)
??????????????????? PO = 0.2????????????????
???????????????????????? [O]??????????????








(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.33 (PI , PO, σR) = (0.03, 0.5, 200)
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.34 (PI , PO, σR) = (0.03, 0.15, 500)
?????????????????????
? 7.39(a), 7.39(b)??? 7.40? PI = 0.05, PO = 0.2??? σR = 200???? [O]
???????? XCS-EC???????????????????????????
????????????????????????? 100Iteration ????????
??????????????????, ??? Iteration????PI = 0.05, PO = 0.2,
σR = 200 ????????? 100% ????????????????XCS-EC ??
???????????????????????????????????????
???
???????????????????????????? PI = 0.05 ?????
????????PI = 0.1 ??????????????????????????
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rcl of accurate classifier
rcl of inaccurate classifier
? 7.35 ????????????? dr ??? rcl











rcl of accurate classifier
rcl of inaccurate classifier
? 7.36 ????????????? dr ??? rcl










rcl of accurate classifier
rcl of inaccurate classifier
? 7.37 ????????????????? dr ??? rcl
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? 7.26 (PI , PO, σR) = (0.03, 0.5, 200)??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 46.8
XCS-RG 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
XCS-EC 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
? 7.27 (PI , PO, σR) = (0.03, 0.15, 500)??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 46.8
XCS-RG 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 8.8







001# 0 1000 30





#0#1 1 0 50
0#11 1 200 40


























XCS-EC?????????? θEC ???????? θEC ????????????
7.41 ?? 7.44 ??????????? (PO = 0.2) ?????? θEC ? 0, 2, 5, 10 ?
??????????????????????? 7.45?? 7.48??????????
????? (σR = 200)?????? θEC ? 0, 2, 5, 10??????????????
???????????????? Iteration???????????????????
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(a) PI = 0.05????????????














(b) PO = 0.2????????????
? 7.39 ????????














? 7.40 σR = 200????????????
?????????θEC = 0??????????????? 50%?????????
2?????????????????θEC = 0???????????? ϵ0 ????
Maxϵ????????????????????????????????Maxϵ?
????? ϵ0 ??????????????????????????
θEC = 2??????????????? 100%???????????? 100??
?????????????





(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.41 θEC = 0 (PO = 0.2)
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.42 θEC = 2 (PO = 0.2)
?????????????? θEC ???????????????????????
????????????? θEC ? 2??????????????
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(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.43 θEC = 5 (PO = 0.2)
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.44 θEC = 10 (PO = 0.2)
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(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.45 θEC = 0 (σR = 200)
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.46 θEC = 2 (σR = 200)
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(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 7.47 θEC = 5 (σR = 200)
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
















??????????? 0??? R?????? ±w ?????????0??? R?
????????? w ??????????????????? x?? w ??????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? (λ, x) = (2, 100), (1, 300), (1, 400), (1,−100), (1,−500)????






(a) (λ, x) = (2, 100) (b) (λ, x) = (1, 300)
(c) (λ, x) = (1, 400) (d) (λ, x) = (1,−100)
(e) (λ, x) = (1,−500)
? 8.1 ????
??????????????? (σR = 200), ???? ((λ, x) = (1, 200))??????
? (w = ±900) ? Iteration ???????????????????????????
???? (σR = 200)??????? (w = ±900)???? 0????????????
((λ, x) = (1, 200))???? 200????????????????? 200??????
???? 0?????
– 115 –
(a) w = ±700 (b) w = ±1500
(c) w = ±2000 (d) w = −2000
(e) w = 500 (f) w = 700
? 8.2 ????
8.1.2 ????
XCS ?????????????????? 5 ???? 7 ???????????
?? θmna = 2, P# = 0.35, pI = 0.01, ϵI = 0.01, FI = 0.01, pexplr = 1.0, β = 0.2,
ϵ0 = 10, α = 0.1, ν = 10, θsub = 20, θGA = 25, χ = 0.8, µ = 0.04, N = 800, θdel = 20,
– 116 –
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 8.3 (λ, x) = (2, 100)
δ = 0.1, θRR = 10, θEC = 2, θLL = 25????????????? 4.3???????
?????, ??????????????? [O]????????????? F ???
????????????????? 5????
8.1.3 ????
???? (λ, x) = (2, 100), (1, 300), (1, 400), (1,−100), (1,−500) ?????????
???????????? [O] ????????? F ?????????? 8.3 ?
? 8.7 ???? 8.1 ?? 8.5 ?????? w = ±700,±1500,±2000,−2000, 500, 700,
sup{w} = 700???? V?????????????????????? [O]????
????? F ?????????? 8.8 ?? 8.14 ???? 8.6 ?? 8.12 ??????
(σR = 200), ???? ((λ, x) = (1, 200))??????? (w = ±900)? Iteration??
???????????????????????? [O]????????? F ???




XCS-RR ? (λ, x) = (2, 100), (1,−100), (1,−500) ???????????????
?????????????[O] ??????XCS-RG ? (λ, x) = (1, 400) ???
????????????????????????[O] ??????XCS-EC ?
(λ, x) = (2, 100), (1,−100)??????? (λ, x) = (1,−500)???????????
????????????????????[O]??????
– 117 –
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 8.4 (λ, x) = (1, 300)
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 8.5 (λ, x) = (1, 400)
??????????????????????
XCS??????????????????????????????????XCS-
RR ? w = ±700, 500, sup{w} = 700???? V?????????????????





(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 8.6 (λ, x) = (1,−100)
(a) ?????? (b) ???????









(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 8.8 w = ±700
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 8.9 w = ±1500
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 8.10 w = ±2000
– 120 –
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 8.11 w = −2000
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 8.12 w = 500
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 8.13 w = 700
– 121 –
? 8.1 (λ, x) = (2, 100)??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 59.6
XCS-RR 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
XCS-RG 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
XCS-EC 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
? 8.2 (λ, x) = (1, 300)??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 56.6
XCS-RR 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 48.6
XCS-RG 5 (100%) 4 (80%) 31.6
XCS-EC 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 7.6
? 8.3 (λ, x) = (1, 400)??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 48.4
XCS-RR 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 8.0
XCS-RG 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 3.0
XCS-EC 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 14.8
? 8.4 (λ, x) = (1,−100)??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 64.8
XCS-RR 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
XCS-RG 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32








? 8.5 (λ, x) = (1,−500)??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 62.4
XCS-RR 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
XCS-RG 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
XCS-EC 2 (40%) 2 (40%) 25.2
? 8.6 w = ±700??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 54.4
XCS-RR 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
XCS-RG 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
XCS-EC 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
? 8.7 w = ±1500??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 48.8
XCS-RR 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2.2
XCS-RG 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
XCS-EC 5 (100%) 4 (80%) 32
? 8.8 w = ±2000??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 46.8
XCS-RR 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2.0
XCS-RG 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 3.2






[O]???????????sup{w} = 700???? V??? 8.14???? 8.12????
????????????????????????????????????????
– 123 –
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 8.14 sup{w} = 700???? V?
? 8.9 w = −2000??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 46.8
XCS-RR 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2.0
XCS-RG 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 3.2
XCS-EC 3 (60%) 3 (60%) 31.6
? 8.10 w = 500??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 52.8
XCS-RR 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
XCS-RG 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32







???????????????? R ?????????????? 0???????
????????????????????????????????????????
– 124 –
? 8.11 w = 700??????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 56.6
XCS-RR 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2.6
XCS-RG 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
XCS-EC 5 (100%) 4 (80%) 32
? 8.12 sup{w} = 700???? V???????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 58.6
XCS-RR 5 (100%) 0 (0%) 32.2
XCS-RG 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 58.2
XCS-EC 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 8.15 ????, ???????????? Iteration????????
????????
– 125 –
? 8.13 ????, ???????????? Iteration??????????????????
?? [O]?????? ?? 32??? [O]?????? ?? F ????????
XCS 0(0%) 0 (0%) 50.4
XCS-RR 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
XCS-RG 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
XCS-EC 5 (100%) 5 (100%) 32
































































































– ??????????????????? 2????????: XCS-RR
– ??????????????????????????????????
?: XCS-EC





???????????????????????????: Iris, Bank Marketing,
Wine, Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic),Heart disease, Abalone, Adult,
Human Activity Recognition Using Smartphones, Wine Quality?
• XCS-EC???????
?????????????????: Forest Fires, Student Performance, Auto






????????????????????????X ?????????? µC , µI ?
?? R?????????????????????????????????????









E[X1 +X2 + · · ·+Xn]









V [X] = V [
1
n














• ???: µC ± ασ/
√
n

















???p ?????????????????????p ???????????? Rp
??p = 0???????????????? R?????
Rp = µc − µI = (1− 2p)R (9.4)
– 131 –
? 9.2 ??????????????? XCS-ER??????????????? p?
???? α
1 2 3 4 5 6
10 0.35 0.23 0.16 0.11 0.08 0.06
50 0.43 0.36 0.30 0.25 0.21 0.18
???? n 100 0.45 0.40 0.36 0.31 0.28 0.24
150 0.46 0.42 0.38 0.34 0.31 0.28
200 0.46 0.43 0.40 0.36 0.33 0.30
? 9.3 ????????????????? XCS-ER??????????
PO = 0.3 PO = 0.35
[O]?????? 5 (100%) 4 (80%)
?? 32??? [O]?????? 5 (100%) 3 (60%)











4α2p(1− p) < n(4p2 − 4p+ 1)
p2 − p+ n
4n+ 4α2
> 0 (9.6)









?????? 9.2? (1 −√1− n/(n+ α2))/2???????????????? n?
?????? α????
? 9.11??? 9.12? PO = 0.3, 0.35??????????????????????
??? Iteration????????????????????????????? 9.3?
[O]????????????? F ????????????PO = 0.3???????
????? 100% ?????????? [O] ??????PO = 0.35 ????????
???? 100%???????[O]???????????????????? 9.2??
– 132 –
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 9.2 PO = 0.3
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 9.3 PO = 0.35











































α?????????????????? µC , µI ?? ±w ?????? ασ/
√
n < w ?
???
w + w < R (9.10)
????w < R/2??? n??????????????????
? 9.5??? 9.6? w = ±900,±1000??????????????????????
??? Iteration????????????????????????????? 9.5?
[O]????????????? F ????????????w = ±900???????
????? 100%?????????? [O]??????w = ±1000????????
???? 100%???????[O]???????????????????? 9.4??
?????????????? 4σ?5σ ????????????? 500???????
???
– 134 –
? 9.4 ???????????????????????? XCS-RR??????R
???????
???? α
1 2 3 4 5 6
10 0.85 0.73 0.65 0.58 0.52 0.48
50 0.92 0.86 0.80 0.75 0.71 0.67
100 0.95 0.90 0.85 0.81 0.78 0.74
???? n 200 0.96 0.92 0.89 0.86 0.83 0.80
300 0.97 0.94 0.91 0.88 0.86 0.83
400 0.97 0.95 0.92 0.90 0.87 0.85
500 0.97 0.95 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.87
? 9.5 ?????????????????????????? XCS-RR????
??????
w = ±900 w = ±1000
[O]?????? 5 (100%) 1 (20%)
?? 32??? [O]?????? 5 (100%) 1 (20%)
















????? 9.6? 1/(α(α + 1/√n))???????????????? n??????
? α????
? 9.7??? 9.8? σR = 200, 300???????????????????????
?? Iteration????????????????????????????? 9.7? [O]
????????????? F ????????????σR = 200?????????
??? 100%?????????? [O]??????σR = 300???????????
– 135 –
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 9.5 w = ±900
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 9.6 w = ±1000
? 100%?????[O]??????????????????? 9.6????????
???????? 4σ?5σ ????????????? 500??????????
Multiplexer ???????????? # ???????????????????
???? {C : 00#0#######, A : 1}??? 1/4????????????????
???????????????? n ??????????????????????
???3/4???????? 1/4?????????????1/4??????????
?????1/4????????????? (7/8)n ??????? n???? 9.8??




? 9.6 ???????????????????????? XCS-RR??????R
???????
???? α
1 2 3 4 5 6
10 0.76 0.38 0.25 0.19 0.15 0.13
50 0.88 0.44 0.29 0.22 0.18 0.15
100 0.91 0.45 0.30 0.23 0.18 0.15
???? n 200 0.93 0.47 0.31 0.23 0.19 0.16
300 0.95 0.47 0.32 0.24 0.19 0.16
400 0.95 0.48 0.32 0.24 0.19 0.16
500 0.96 0.48 0.32 0.24 0.19 0.16
? 9.7 ?????????????????????????? XCS-RR????
??????
σR = 200 σR = 300
[O]?????? 5 (100%) 5 (100%)
?? 32??? [O]?????? 5 (100%) 0 (0%)
?? F ???????? 32 32.8
? 9.8 (7/8)n ??
???? n 20 40 50 100 200 500













(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 9.7 σR = 200
(a) ?????? (b) ???????







????? 9.9 ? √n/2α ???????????????? n ??????? α ?
???
? 9.9??? 9.10? σR = 900, 1000??????????????????????
??? Iteration????????????????????????????? 9.10?
[O]????????????? F ????????????σR = 900???????
????? 100%???????????? [O]??????σR = 1000???????
????? 100%???????[O]?????????????? F ????????
????????????????? 9.9???????????????? 4σ?5σ ?
– 138 –
? 9.9 ???????????????????????? XCS-EC??????R
???????
???? α
1 2 3 4 5 6
10 1.58 0.79 0.53 0.40 0.32 0.26
50 3.54 1.77 1.18 0.88 0.71 0.59
???? n 100 5.00 2.50 1.67 1.25 1.00 0.83
150 6.12 3.06 2.04 1.53 1.22 1.02
200 7.07 3.54 2.36 1.77 1.41 1.18
? 9.10 ?????????????????????????? XCS-EC????
??????
σR = 900 σR = 1000
[O]?????? 4 (80%) 3 (60%)
?? 32??? [O]?????? 4 (80%) 3 (60%)




??? Rp ?????p = 0???????????????? R?????










4α2p(1− p) < n(4p2 − 4p+ 1)
p2 − p+ n
4n+ 4α2
> 0 (9.16)










(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 9.9 σR = 900
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 9.10 σR = 1000
????? 9.11? (1−√1− n/(n+ α2))/2???????????????? n??
????? α????
? 9.11??? 9.12? PO = 0.3, 0.35??????????????????????
??? Iteration????????????????????????????? 9.12?
[O]????????????? F ????????????PO = 0.3???????
????? 100%???????????? [O]??????PO = 0.35???????
????? 100%???????[O]???????????????????? 9.11?
??????????????? 4σ?5σ ????????????? 100??????
????
– 140 –
? 9.11 ??????????????? XCS-EC??????????????? p?
???? α
1 2 3 4 5 6
10 0.35 0.23 0.16 0.11 0.08 0.06
50 0.43 0.36 0.30 0.25 0.21 0.18
???? n 100 0.45 0.40 0.36 0.31 0.28 0.24
150 0.46 0.42 0.38 0.34 0.31 0.28
200 0.46 0.43 0.40 0.36 0.33 0.30
? 9.12 ????????????????? XCS-EC??????????
PO = 0.3 PO = 0.35
[O]?????? 5 (100%) 1 (20%)
?? 32??? [O]?????? 4 (80%) 0 (0%)
?? F ???????? 32.4 33.8
????????????????????????????????????
p = 0, σR = 0???????????????? R???????????????
?????????? Rp,σR ??????? σp,σR ?
Rp,σR = µc − µI = (1− 2p)R (9.18)
σp,σR =
√




p(1− p)R2 + σ2R√
n
< (1− 2p)R
4α2{p(1− p)R2 + σ2R} < n(4p2 − 4p+ 1)R2















??????????????? 100 ?????????? 9.13 ? (1 −
– 141 –
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 9.11 PO = 0.3
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 9.12 PO = 0.35
√
1− (nR2 − 4α2σ2R)/(R2(n+ α2)))/2 ????n = 100 ??????????
?????? n????????????????? σR ????
? 9.13??? 9.14? (PO, σR) = (0.25, 200), (0.3, 200)?????????????
???????????? Iteration ??????????????????????
??????? 9.14 ? [O] ????????????? F ????????????
(PO, σR) = (0.25, 200)???????????? 100%?????????? [O]??








0 100 200 300 400 500 600
1 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.44 0.44 0.43 0.42
2 0.40 0.40 0.39 0.39 0.37 0.36 0.35
???? α 3 0.36 0.35 0.35 0.33 0.32 0.30 0.28
4 0.31 0.31 0.30 0.28 0.26 0.24 0.21
5 0.28 0.27 0.26 0.24 0.21 0.18 0.15
6 0.24 0.24 0.22 0.20 0.17 0.14 0.10
? 9.14 ?????????????????????????? XCS-EC????
??????
(PO, σR) = (0.25, 200) (PO, σR) = (0.3, 200)
[O]?????? 5 (100%) 3 (60%)
?? 32??? [O]?????? 5 (100%) 2 (40%)







?????????????????????????? 9.15? µC ????????

















(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 9.13 (PO, σR) = (0.25, 200)
(a) ?????? (b) ???????












? 9.15 ???????????????????????? XCS-RG ?????
?R???????
???? α
1 2 3 4 5 6
10 0.79 0.40 0.26 0.20 0.16 0.13
50 1.77 0.88 0.59 0.44 0.35 0.29
???? n 100 2.50 1.25 0.83 0.63 0.50 0.42
200 3.54 1.77 1.18 0.88 0.71 0.59
250 3.95 1.98 1.32 0.99 0.79 0.66
300 4.33 2.17 1.44 1.08 0.87 0.72
? 9.16 ?????????????????????????? XCS-RG????
??????
σR = 1000 σR = 1100
[O]?????? 4 (80%) 0 (0%)
?? 32??? [O]?????? 3 (60%) 0 (0%)
?? F ???????? 31.8 20.6
????? 9.15 ? √n/(4α) ?????????????????? n ???????
α????
? 9.16 ??? 9.17 ? σR = 1000, 1100 ????????????????????
????? Iteration ?????????????????????????????
9.16? [O]????????????? F ????????????σR = 1000???
????????? 100% ???????????? [O] ??????σR = 1100 ??
?????????? 100% ???????[O] ???????????? F ????
??????????????????????? 9.15??????????????
?? 4σ?5σ ????????????? 250?? (1, 000, 000/(211 × 2))??????
??????11-Multiplexer???????????? 211 ????????? 2???
?????????????? 4,096 ??????Iteration ? 1,000,000 ??????
???????? 250??????????????
????????????????
p = 0???????????????? R???????????????????
?????? Rp ??????? σp ?
Rp = µc − µI = (1− 2p)R (9.25)
– 145 –
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 9.16 σR = 1000
(a) ?????? (b) ???????













16α2p(1− p) < n(4p2 − 4p+ 1)
p2 − p+ n
16n+ 4α2
> 0 (9.27)










? 9.17 ??????????????? XCS-RG??????????????? p?
???? α
1 2 3 4 5 6
10 0.23 0.11 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.02
50 0.36 0.25 0.18 0.13 0.09 0.07
???? n 100 0.40 0.31 0.24 0.19 0.15 0.12
200 0.43 0.36 0.30 0.25 0.21 0.18
250 0.44 0.38 0.32 0.27 0.23 0.20
300 0.44 0.39 0.34 0.29 0.25 0.22
? 9.18 ????????????????? XCS-RG??????????
PO = 0.25 PO = 0.3
[O]?????? 5 (100%) 0 (0%)
?? 32??? [O]?????? 5 (100%) 0 (0%)
?? F ???????? 32 2.0
????? 9.17 ? (1 −√1− n/(n+ 4α2))/2 ??????????????????
n??????? α????
? 9.18 ??? 9.19 ? PO = 0.25, 0.3 ????????????????????
????? Iteration ?????????????????????????????
9.18 ? [O] ????????????? F ????????????PO = 0.25 ??
?????????? 100%?????????? [O]??????PO = 0.3????
???????? 100% ???????[O] ???????????????????
9.17 ???????????????? 4σ?5σ ????????????? 250 ??
(1, 000, 000/(211 × 2))????????
??????????????????????????????????
p = 0, σR = 0???????????????? R???????????????
?????????? Rp,σR ??????? σp,σR ?
Rp,σR = µc − µI = (1− 2p)R (9.29)
σp,σR =
√
p(1− p)R2 + σ2R (9.30)
– 147 –
(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 9.18 PO = 0.25
(a) ?????? (b) ???????




p(1− p)R2 + σ2R√
n
< (1− 2p)R− 2α
√
p(1− p)R2 + σ2R√
n
16α2{p(1− p)R2 + σ2R} < n(4p2 − 4p+ 1)R2


















0 100 200 300 400 500 600
1 0.44 0.44 0.43 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.40
2 0.38 0.37 0.37 0.36 0.34 0.33 0.31
3 0.32 0.32 0.31 0.29 0.27 0.25 0.22
4 0.27 0.27 0.26 0.24 0.21 0.18 0.15
5 0.23 0.23 0.21 0.19 0.16 0.12 0.08
6 0.20 0.19 0.17 0.15 0.11 0.07 0.03
? 9.20 ?????????????????????????? XCS-RG ???
???????
(PO, σR) = (0.2, 300) (PO, σR) = (0.25, 300)
[O]?????? 5 (100%) 0 (0%)
?? 32??? [O]?????? 5 (100%) 0 (0%)
?? F ???????? 32 3.8
?????????????????????????? 4σ?5σ ????????
??????????? 250 ?? (1, 000, 000/(211 × 2)) ???????? 9.19 ?
(1 −√1− (nR2 − 16α2σ2R)/(R2(n+ 4α2)))/2 ????n = 250 ??????????
?????? n????????????????? σR ????
? 9.20??? 9.21? (PO, σR) = (0.2, 300), (0.25, 300)?????????????
???????????? Iteration ??????????????????????
??????? 9.20 ? [O] ????????????? F ????????????
(PO, σR) = (0.2, 300) ???????????? 100% ?????????? [O] ??









(a) ?????? (b) ???????
? 9.20 (PO, σR) = (0.2, 300)
(a) ?????? (b) ???????














?? (XCS based on Estimated Reward: XCS-ER)? (ii)?????????????
???????????????????????????????? (XCS based on
Range of Reward: XCS-RR)? (i)?????????????? (ii)???????
????????????????????????????????????????
(XCS based on Reward Group: XCS-RG)????????????????????
(XCS based on Estimated Correctness: XCS-EC)????????????????




















• ???????????????????? (i) ??????????????
(ii)???????????????????? 7????? 8??





























XCS-ER???? ϵ0 ????????????????? θRE ??XCS-RR???
?????????????????????? θRR ??XCS-EC???? ϵ0 ????
???????? θEC ?????????XCS?? θmna, P#, pI , ϵ, FI , pexplr, β, ϵ0,











α ??? ν ?????????????????????? XCS-ER ??? XCS-EC
?????????????????????????????????????ν ?
?????????????? ν ???????????? 10.1? ν ? 10?? 5??
?????? σR = 200???? U????????? 7.21 ????????????
XCS-EC ???????? 100% ??????????????ν ? 5 ???????






(a) ?????? (b) ???????




































































? 8.2 ?????? XCS-EC ? XCS-RR ? XCS-RG ?????????????





? 7?????? XCS-RG??? 3??????????????????????
???????????????????? 7.5.1??????? Recording table??




????? (s, a)??????M(s, a)??????????????????????







???????????????????????? Tim Kovacs ???International
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